
1 Besson 600 silvered Bb tuba, serial no. 685-
711216, 97cm tall, minor dents, wear, unused 
for some years £400-600

2 Weltklang silvered Bb four-valve tuba, 94cm 
high, serial number 0152660, slight deterioration 
to lacquer, minor wear and slight scratches, 
dents, unused for many years. £400-600

3 Blessing fanfare trumpet, serial number 266858, 
in hard case, excellent condition £80-120

4 Vintage electric bass guitar, stamped Made in 
Japan, in hard case, some wear to guitar, 
scratches, marks, case with slight staining to 
interior, slight deterioration to exterior, 
metalwork slightly corroded, otherwise ok £30-
50

5 Good quality Victorian honey oak violin case by 
W. E. Hill & Sons, requires refurbishment, 80cm 
long £40-60

6 Italian inlaid mahogany music stand, fully 
adjustable for height and angle £30-50

7 Holton French horn case, black fabric finish and 
soft cover, together with another French horn 
case (Qty: 2) £20-40

8 Floor standing conga drum, labelled Playa Azul, 
made in Mexico £20-40

9 Hard guitar case by Paxman, black finish, 
together with another Paxman guitar case with 
blue velvet lining, one other hard guitar case 
£20-40

10 Marching bandmaster's staff by Premier, 
approximately 151cm long £30-50

11 Good quality violin case by Paxman Ltd. with 
green velvet lining, together with two further by 
Paxman. (3) £30-50

12 Marching bandmaster's staff, approximately 
137cm long £30-50

13 Four French horn cases £30-50

14 Collection of five lute cases, including two by 
Paxman Ltd., some deterioration to metal 
elements, otherwise just minor wear, marks to 
exterior £30-50

15 Good quality fitted violin case, blue velvet lined 
with fitted soft cover, good condition £20-40

16 Good quality fitted violin case, green velvet 
lined, minor marks to exterior £20-40

17 Good quality fitted violin case, green velvet lined 
interior, brown fabric soft cover, good condition 
£20-40

18 Good quality fitted violin case, red velvet lined, 
blue fabric cover, minor stains to outer case, 
basically good condition £20-40

19 Modern Romanian three-quarter size violin in 
fitted case, label for Andreas Zeller, mould 
marks to chin rest, otherwise good condition £20
-40

20 Large collection of violin, viola and cello bows 
for refurbishment, in excess of forty £30-50

21 Five Stentor student violins, including three half 
size violins, two quarter size, all cased with 
bows and in largely brand new condition £40-60

22 Yamaha trumpet, model 2335, serial number 
404630, cased with7c mouthpiece and owners 
kit, as new £100-150

23 Yamaha silvered trumpet, model 2335, serial no. 
408672, with 7c Yamaha mouthpiece and 
owners kit, cased, as new condition £100-150

24 Blessing tenor trombone, brass finish, serial 
number 522182, with 12c mouthpiece, hard 
case, as new condition £80-120

25 King tenor trombone, model Tempo 606, serial 
number 222977, brass finish, together with a 
Benge 6 1/2 AL-S mouthpiece, hard case, 
condition as new £150-250

26 Musical saw by Jedson, U.S.A. cased, with bow 
and instructions, some general wear £20-40

27 Yamaha silvered flute model 211, cased and 
with soft travel case, as new condition £40-60

28 Yamaha silvered cornet, cased, as new 
condition £50-100

29 Boosey and Hawkes brass trumpet, 400 model, 
together with Amati 7C mouthpiece, cased, as 
new condition £50-100

30 Good quality cello case by Paxman Ltd £30-50

31 Good quality cello case by Paxman Ltd., with 
metallic green finish, together with cello bow, 
internal measurement approximately 132cm £30
-50

32 Cello case, with cherry red finish, internal 
measurement approximately 132cm £20-40

33 Cello case with black finish, internal 
measurement approximately 136cm £20-40

34 Cello case by Paxman Ltd, with blue finish, 
internal measurement approximately 132cm £30
-50

35 Good quality violin case by Paxman Ltd., grey 
finish and silk lined fitted interior, together with a 
similar double violin case (partially unfinished) 
(2) £30-50

36 Good quality Cello case by Paxman Ltd., with 
purple finish, internal measurement 
approximately 132cm £30-50
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37 Two good quality lute cases with lined interior 
(Qty: 2) £20-30

38 Boosey & Hawkes 400 brass tenor horn, serial 
number 865995, with 5ALI mouthpiece, cased, 
as new condition £100-150

39 Yamaha brass cornet model 2330 II, serial 
number 410367, together with Yamaha 11E4 
mouthpiece, cased, as new condition £50-100

40 Blessing brass cornet, model XL Cr, serial 
number 580315, with Blessing 4B mouthpiece, 
cased, as new condition £50-100

41 Bach 351 1 1/2C trumpet mouthpiece, boxed, 
new £10-20

42 Bach 351 1C trumpet mouthpiece, boxed, new 
£10-20

43 Bach 351 7C trumpet mouthpiece, boxed, new 
£10-20

44 Bach 351 10 1/2E trumpet mouthpiece, boxed, 
new £10-20

45 Bach 342 1C flugelhorn mouthpiece, boxed, new 
£10-20

46 Bach 341 4G bass trombone mouthpiece, 
boxed, new £15-25

47 Bach 341 4G bass trombone mouthpiece, 
boxed, new £15-25

48 Bach 349 10C cornet mouthpiece, together with 
349 7B cornet mouthpiece, both boxed, new (2) 
£15-25

49 Bach 350 15CW trombone mouthpiece, boxed, 
new £15-25

50 Bach 341 5G bass trombone mouthpiece, 
boxed, new £15-25

51 Ten Bach 351 trumpet mouthpieces, various 
sizes £100-200

52 Three Bach 351 trumpet mouthpieces - 1E, 7C, 
1 1/2C, all boxed, new £30-50

53 Five Bach 349 cornet mouthpieces - 3C (2), 
11D, 10 1/2D, 12C. All boxed and new £70-100

54 Three Denis Wick flugelhorn mouthpieces- 2B, 
4B (2), all boxed and new £30-50

55 Three Denis Wick trombone mouthpieces - 6BS, 
6BL, 4BL, all boxed and new £40-60

56 Two Denis Wick euphonium mouthpieces - SM5, 
6BY, both boxes and new £30-50

57 Three Denis Wick euphonium mouthpieces- 
SM5, SM3, 6BM, all boxed and new £40-60

58 Three Dennis Wick cornet mouthpieces and two 
Denis Wick trumpet mouthpieces, all boxed and 
new £60-100

59 Various mouthpieces including Benge trumpet 
and cornet, Conn trumpet and Blessing 
trombone, all boxed and as new. (10) £80-120

60 Marching band drum by Premier, 43cm, together 
with a pair of bandsmans' gloves, minor 
deterioration, basically good condition £40-60

61 Fine quality hand made lute, typical barrel back 
form, approximately 90cm long, condition 
generally good, minor wear £80-120

62 Resonator guitar, labelled Made in Japan, 
together with associated hard case, some wear 
to metalwork but mostly good original condition 
£30-50

63 Dean performer E GN semi acoustic guitar, 
together with associated case, condition good 
£30-50

64 Four acoustic guitars, to include Spanish guitar 
by Cortez, Viva GV504, German Musisma 
Juniot, and an Ibanez model PF10, all with 
cases (two in soft cases) all in good condition. 
(4) £80-120

65 Brass trumpet by Earlham, marked ML 11423, 
together with Conn 7C mouthpiece, cased, in 
good condition £50-100

66 Besson International tri-colour trumpet, serial 
number 713-826158, together with Besson 7C, 
mouthpiece, cased, as new condition £80-120

67 Good quality Alexander French horn case, with 
faux snakeskin finish, soft travel outer case, 
together with two other cases, the Alexander 
hard case in good condition, otherwise some 
wear. (3) £30-50

68 Ten student model violins, to include including 
3/4 size Chinese violin, well cased, two 1/2 size 
Romanian violins, five various 1/4 size violins 
and one 1/8 size violins, all cased, most violins 
in good condition, some damp and staining to 
cases £100-150

69 Two good quality violin cases by Jakob Winter, 
Germany together with five other cases, the 
Jakob Winter cases in good order, the others 
with some deterioration, staining, rust to metal 
etc. £40-60

70 Box of approximately 30 drum heads by 
Premier, Remo and others, the largest (snare) 
approximately 36cm diameter, all in original 
packaging and mostly original condition but 
some age related staining and deterioration £40-
60
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71 Two Premier snare drums, Beverley bass drum 
and another, snare drums basically as new 
condition, minor deterioration associated with 
age, some cosmetic deterioration to the other 
two £20-40

72 Yamaha cornet/trumpet silent brass system 
model SB7-9, boxed and as new £20-40

73 Konig and Meyer trombone stand, boxed and as 
new £10-15

74 Blessing brass trumpet, serial number 498357, 
together with 7C mouthpiece, in case, as new 
condition £50-100

75 Wooden Moeck bass recorder, cased, as new 
£20-40

76 Very large collection of percussion mallets, 
sticks and beaters, generally unused and many 
still in original packaging, makes including 
Ludwig, Premier and others, housed within pro-
case kit box £80-120

77 Collection of drum sticks, by Premier and others, 
generally unused condition £40-60

78 Box of eleven very large sleigh bells, each 
approximately 46cm wide £20-40

79 Blessing cornet, model XL CR, serial number 
580748, brand new condition £50-100

80 18 Aulos soprano recorders, model 103N all 
cased and as new £30-60

81 Eight Aulos soprano recorders model 303N, 
together with eight 103N soprano recorders, all 
cased and as new £30-50

82 Eight Auros alto recorders, model 209A, all 
cased and as new £20-40

83 Yamaha silvered piccolo flute, model YPC-32 
cased and as new £100-150

84 Buffet E11 clarinet, cased and as new £100-200

85 Two Earlham silvered flutes, cased and as new 
£40-60

86 B & H 400 clarinet, cased, as new condition, 
together with Lark clarinet, cased. (2) £20-40

87 Elkhart silvered flute 30SH, cased, as new 
condition £20-40

88 Pearl PF501 flute, serial number 74264, cased, 
as new condition £50-100

90 Fine quality Victorian rosewood violin case, with 
plated mounts, plush fabric lined interior, 
together with a modern Romanian full size violin. 
Wear to metal mounts, staining to velvet lining, 
overall good order, violin as new £60-100

91 Yamaha brass trombone, Model M1, with 
Yamaha 12c mouthpiece, cased, as new 
condition £80-120

92 Jupiter JVL 528 valve trombone, with 12C 
Jupiter mouthpiece, cased, as new condition 
£150-250

93 Conn coppered finish trumpet, 1000b model, 
serial number 416520323, cased, as new 
condition £60-100

94 Boosey and Hawkes 400 brass trumpet, with 7c 
mouthpiece, cased, as new condition £60-100

95 Boosey & Hawkes 400 brass trumpet, serial 
number 208556, together with Yamaha 7C 
mouthpiece, cased, as new condition £60-100

96 Yamaha flugelhorn, model 2310, serial number 
20530, with 11F4 mouthpiece, cased, with 
maintenance kit, condition as new £100-150

97 Bach brass trumpet, model 1530, serial number 
B14385, cased, as new condition £70-100

98 B & S brass tenor horn, model 150A, serial 
number 32080, cased, as new condition £100-
150

99 King brass cornet, model 605, serial number 
506883, together with a Benge 7 mouthpiece, 
cased, as new condition £50-100

100 Boosey & Hawkes 400 brass baritone serial 
number 211073, with 11CB mouthpiece, cased, 
possible repair to a dent on the bell, otherwise 
as new condition £150-250

101 Olds brass cornet, serial number 496769, cased, 
as new condition £50-70

102 Buffet E11 clarinet, serial number 544928, with 
maintenance kit, cased, as new condition £70-
100

103 Buffet oboe, serial number 9967, cased, as new 
condition £50-70

104 Modern student full size viola - The Stentor 
student viola, fitted hard case, excellent 
condition £40-60

105 Bundy 1432 model bassoon, cased, good 
condition £150-250

106 Fitted bassoon case, with fabric outer lining, 
condition good £15-20

107 Cased set of four conductor's batons, in fitted 
case, good condition £10-20

108 Earlham series II brass soprano saxophone, 
serial number 0195200, fitted case with various 
accessories, as new condition £150-250
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109 Yamaha brass alto sax, model YAS-32, serial 
number 107535, cased, as new condition £150-
250

110 Earlham silvered flute, cased, as new condition, 
together with Rudall Carte / Boosey and Hawkes 
clarinet, cased. (2) £30-50

111 Collection of tambourines and other percussion, 
mostly unused old stock condition £20-40

112 Collection of Konig & Meyer 'Stands for music' 
including guitar footrests, stands for clarinets, 
trumpets, flugelhorn and double music stand 
light, all original boxed condition (Qty: One box) 
£30-50

113 Konig and Meyer stands for music Flugelhorn 
stand, boxed original condition £10-15

114 Denis Wick trombone wah-wah mute, together 
with a Denis Wick bass trombone wah-wah 
mute, and a trombone practise mute, all in new 
condition (Qty: 3) £30-50

115 Blessing cornet model XL CR, serial number 
580703, cased and in brand new condition £50-
100

116 Blessing cornet model XL CR, serial number 
580709, cased in brand new condition £50-100

117 Buffet Bb clarinet model BC2540, cased, in 
brand new unopened condition £50-100

118 Collection of violin, cello and double base bows, 
various makes, appear to be in unused 
condition, within fabric lined case (Qty: 10) £60-
100

119 Buffet Bb clarinet model BC2540, cased, in 
brand new unopened condition £50-100

120 Buffet Bb clarinet model BC2540, cased, in 
brand new unopened condition £50-100

121 Large quantity of drum heads, including six 
Premier bass drum skins, various others, the 
majority in time-stained and damp wearied 
boxes but the contents apparently ok £100-200

122 Collection of novelty miniature instruments, the 
majority cased, together with models of 
composers £20-40

123 Quirky standard lamp, adapted from a bassoon 
(requires rewiring) £30-50

124 Four Spanish acoustic guitars, all in un-usued 
condition, in card cases £50-100

125 Large quantity of Cello strings, including full sets 
and individual strings for various size 
instruments by Super-Sensituve, Cellosalte 
Dominant and others £100-200

126 Large collection of violin and viola strings, 
various makes £30-50

127 Large quantity of acoustic guitar strings, various 
makes £50-100

128 Large box of marching band lyres, some metal 
tarnishing but otherwise as new condition £30-
50

129 Three boxes of AB violin and cello rosin £10-20

130 Large collection of guitar strings, unused 
condition, some minor deterioration 
commensurate with age £50-100

131 Five various Irish bodhrans, the largest 52cm 
diameter, good condition £50-100

132 Five Benge cornet mouthpieces, including 10 
1/2C (3), 3C, 7E, all boxes and as new condition 
£40-60

133 Four Benge trumpet mouthpieces and a Benge 
flugelhorn mouthpiece, all boxes and as new 
£50-70

134 Three Denis Wick euphonium mouthpieces, 
including 6BY (2), SM2, all boxed and as new 
£40-60

135 Five Besson No. 25 Eb tuba mouthpieces, all 
boxed and in unused condition £50-100

136 Ten Benge trombone mouthpieces, various 
sizes, all boxed and in unused condition £100-
200

137 Four various Denis Wick mouthpieces and three 
Besson mouthpieces, all boxed and in unused 
condition £60-100

138 Sample case of Vincent Bach Corp 
mouthpieces, various sizes, trumpet and cornet, 
horn and tuba family, 19 in total, in travelling 
case, unused condition, some in original 
wrapping £100-200

139 Four Denis Wick trumpet mutes, 5510, 5506, 
5540, 5514, all boxed and as new £40-60

140 Six various Denis Wick mutes, for bass 
trombone, piccolo trumpet, French horn and 
trumpet, all boxed and as new condition £60-100

141 Large collection of Humes & Berg stone lined 
mutes, for trumpet and trombone, including 
straight, plunger, cup and buzz-wow mutes, all 
basically unplayed condition, old stock and 
some general minor cosmetic deterioration 
commensurate with age, approximately 15 £100
-150

142 Group of trombone mutes including two 
aluminium wow wow Harmon mutes, straight 
mutes, etc. Approximately 10, all in basically 
unused condition, general minor wear 
commensurate with age, fabric lining to bucket 
mutes is stained £70-100
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143 Collection of various trumpet/cornet mutes, 
approximately 16 £100-200

144 P & H trumpet mute set, two Denis Wick 
trumpet/cornet cup mutes, all boxed and in 
unused condition, together with a practise mute 
kit £40-60

145 Three boxes of variously sized sleigh bells, 
approximately 24 in total, as new condition £20-
30

146 Peter Gane tuba mute, 64cm high, 30.5cm 
diameter at widest part, unused condition £20-
40

147 Moeck wooden descant recorder, boxed, as new 
£10-20

148 Large box full of drum soft sticks and beaters, by 
Premier and others, as new condition, many in 
packaging £50-100

149 Large quantity of Rico Royal tenor sax reeds, 
various sizes unopened condition, 
approximately 50 £150-250

150 Large quantity of woodwind reeds, various 
makes, sizes and instruments, packaged, some 
open, generally good unused condition. (3 
boxes) £100-200

151 Collection of Scottish wooden chanters, 
approximately 11, some boxed, unused 
condition but old stock and some with corrosion 
to metal £15-20

152 Large collection of woodwind mouthpieces, 
various makes, all boxed and new condition, 
approximately 40 £100-200

153 Group of various brass instrument mouthpieces, 
bugle, cornet, French horn, euphonium, tuba 
etc, including Besson, Denis Wick, Paxman and 
others, some tarnishing to metal but in unused 
condition, approximately 25 £150-250

154 Reghin full sized cello, cased, unused condition, 
some deterioration to exterior of case, needs 
cleaning £30-50

155 Five cello hardcases, with lined interiors, 
including one with Paxman label (blue case) all 
with dirt to exterior and minor wear some rusting 
to metalwork £30-50

156 Approximately 16 Guvnor guitar stands, 
dismantled, in original packaging and brand new 
condition £30-50

157 Five full size cello hard cases, including one with 
Paxman label, all with dirt to exterior and minor 
wear some rusting to metalwork £30-50

158 Five full size cello hard cases, two with 
incomplete lining, all with dirt to exterior and 
minor wear some rusting to metalwork

159 Five full size cello hard cases, one with slightly 
incomplete lining, all with dirt to exterior and 
minor wear some rusting to metalwork £30-50

160 Buffet B12 Bb clarinet, cased in brand new 
condition £50-100

161 Jupiter brass pocket trumpet, model 416, cased, 
brand new condition £40-60

162 Large collection of woodwind reeds, various 
makes instruments and sizes, all packaged and 
as new £100-200

163 Large collection of modern bows, predominantly 
violin but also other stringed, some unused, the 
majority in good condition, approximately 100 
£100-200

164 Large collection of violin and cello strings, old 
stock but basically packaged condition £100-200

165 Teisco synthesiser 607 model, one key with 
small break, otherwise basically original 
condition £50-100

166 Roland Cube-60 keyboard speaker, basically 
new condition, cosmetic deterioration 
commensurate with age, with original soft cover 
£40-60

167 Five full size cello hard cases, two with 
incomplete lining, all with dirt to exterior and 
minor wear some rusting to metalwork £30-50

168 Three full size cello hard cases, including one by 
Paxman, all with dirt to exterior and minor wear 
some rusting to metalwork £10-20

169 Collection of guitar strings, plectrums and 
components £50-100

170 Two good quality fitted violin cases, together 
with a group of other violin cases, 11 in total, two 
principal cases are in good order, some general 
deterioration to remainder £40-60

171 11 trumpet soft case, and one trombone soft 
case, all basically as new £50-100

172 Two boxes of woodwind cases, approximately 
22 in total £20-40

173 Two Travelite cello padded gig bags together 
with four Guvnor gig bag,ball 4/4 size, all in as 
new condition £40-60

174 Large quantity of Premier drum sticks, the 
majority still packaged, wooden and soft sticks 
£50-100

175 Collection of gig bags, including trombone and 
other brass, percussion etc, all in basically new 
condition £30-50
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176 Conducting aids, including batons and baton 
cases, tuning forks, metronomes, time staining 
but otherwise basically new condition £40-60

177 Antique Continental full sized violin, label reads 
'Compagnon', single piece back approximately 
36cm, in associated case, requires 
refurbishment £40-60

178 Antique 3/4 size violin, two piece back 
approximately 33cm, general deterioration, 
requires refurbishment, associated case £20-40

179 Three modern full size violas, all cased, one 
requires refurbishment £50-100

180 Three modern full size violins, three Stentor, two 
skylark, generally in new condition, cased 
(associated cases) £50-100

181 Four Stentor student violins, 1/2 size (2), 1/8 
size, 3/4 size, all cased and as new £40-60

182 Group of student violins, including six cased, 
two without, sizes from 1/8 - 3/4, Stentor and 
skylark, several in basically new condition £30-
50

183 Encore electro-acoustic mandolin together with 
an autoharp and a zither, all in good condition 
£30-50

184 Collection of four student violins and two viola, 
the violins and one viola all cased, models by 
Andreas Zeller, Stentor, Skylark, general 
deterioration £50-100

185 Very large quantity of percussion instruments, to 
include tambourines, maracas, guiros, bongos, 
cow bells, and various others £100-200

186 Marching band instruments and paraphernalia, 
all old stock but basically new £50-100

187 Graduated set of plastic student recorders £10-
20

188 Graduated set of plastic student recorders £10-
15

189 Restoration parts for stringed instruments, neck 
rests, finger boards, pegs, etc £30-50

190 Large collection of recorders and penny whistles 
by Aulos and others, various sizes, generally all 
in original condition, many cased, also parts and 
cleaning rods etc £100-150

191 Very large collection of woodwind music books 
£50-100

192 Very large quantity of brass music books £50-
100

193 Quantity of music books for percussion, piano, 
voice, scores, music theory etc £40-60

194 Quantity of music books for strings, guitar £50-
100

195 Large quantity of instrument stands for 
trombone, trumpet saxophone and other 
instruments, the majority boxed and in original 
condition £40-60

196 Large quantity of music stands, percussion 
stands, guitar stands and similar £40-60

197 Collection of hard cases for euphoniums and 
baritones (9) £20-40

198 Large quantity of brass and woodwind hard 
cases £50-100

199 Large box of Guvnor guitar covers and other 
cases, the covers packaged as new £20-40

200 Percussion hard cases and various soft cases 
for cymbals £30-50

201 Fitted case for handbells £15-20

202 Two fitted French horn cases, including one by 
Paxman £20-40

203 Large collection of soft cases, predominantly for 
cello and guitar, approximately 17 £50-100

204 Double bass soft case £10-20

205 Two travel cases for harps £20-40

206 Miscellaneous brass related including 
maintenance kits, valve oil, mutes etc £40-60

207 Miscellaneous woodwind related £50-100

208 Miscellaneous string related including strings, 
rosin etc £30-50

209 Miscellaneous percussion, bird calls, vibra-slap, 
large box of kazoos, etc £20-40

210 Large group of percussion instruments, to 
include cymbals, glockenspiels, woodblocks, 
chime bars, sundries £50-100

211 Cased ukulele and three other stringed 
instruments £15-20

212 Miscellaneous instrument maintenance 
equipment and sundries £30-50

213 Large collection of instrument parts for 
restoration £30-60

214 Group of microphones, metronomes, electrical 
related and sundry other items £20-40

215 Miscellaneous music items, strings, miniature 
instruments, and sundries £30-50
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